
Deconstructing Gita 

 
Most women and children enter prostitution not because they are ‘forced’, but because 
they have no alternatives. Family-based sex trade is an increasingly common response to 
poverty and a significant source of rural income. 

by John Frederick 

This is an essay not only about the situation of the trafficking of girls and women in 
South Asia, but about the ‘discourse’ on this issue – the consensus view of trafficking 
that is presented by the media, non-governmental groups, donor agencies and 
governments. It is the discourse which determines what is to be done about the problem, 
but if the discourse does not relate to reality, interventions do not work, funds are wasted, 
and people continue to suffer. 

Today, examination of ‘discourse’ on a subject is no longer the domain of abstracted 
social scientists. It has also been taken up by journalists, who, in this case, are 
questioning the reality, the balance and the effect of what they put in print and on film 
regarding trafficking. A few grounded members of donor organisations are questioning 
whether the discourse leads to effective measures to curb trafficking. Members of local 
NGOs, in particular, are pushing for a more realistic understanding of trafficking, bred 
both from their everyday experiences and from seeing anti-trafficking activities fall flat 
on their face. 

And, finally, governments. Like the seminar-wallahs of the ‘power-NGOs’, governments 
have a lot at stake inmaintaining myths. However, as a clearer and more realistic picture 
of trafficking and prostitution emerges, they too are beginning to wonder whether the 
prevailing discourse on trafficking is not off the mark. 

This writer has spent the last couple of years talking with NGO workers, activists, donor 
agency staff, government officials, journalists and filmmakers about ‘trafficking’. 
Actually, I have just listened, wanting to know what ‘trafficking’ meant to them and how 
their understanding transformed into action. Against this, I have placed the greater 
‘reality’ of children and adults entering prostitution, putting together a picture as best as 
possible from researchers, field workers, investigative journalists and sex workers 
themselves. 

Each country in South Asia has its own variation of the general trafficking discourse – 
each generalising ‘the problem’ in different ways. Nepal’s discourse is based on the 
forced abduction of Nepali girls to Bombay; Bangladesh’s is on the trafficking of their 
females to Pakistan and the Middle East. The Indian thesis focuses on in-country or 
domestic trafficking. Sri Lanka’s is concerned with its women going to countries outside 
the region, and is integrated with a larger discussion of migrant female labour. Pakistan is 
primarily concerned with the domestic abuse of its own women, and the trafficking 
discourse per se is unformed, focusing primarily on its women going to the Middle East. 



Out in the international ether – the transnational media, foreign government 
bureaucracies and donor agency boardrooms – the matter of trafficking tends to be 
treated in simple and sensationalistic terms. Here, the discourse is adapted to international 
ignorance of the South Asian situation, coupled with the primary motivation to “sell it”. 
Thus, Nepali girls in Bombay, Asian “camel-boys” in the Middle East, the Devadasi 
dancing girls of India, and a few other mediagenic groups dominate the international 
view of trafficking in the Subcontinent. This small, distorted picture obscures large, vital 
issues concerning South Asia’s women and children. 

Every South Asian country’s discourse is dominated by myths, supposedly typifying 
accounts of what trafficking really is. It is very important to see how far these myths 
correspond to what is actually happening as girls and women travel to join the sex trade. 

Let us spin the Nepal myth first; it is the best known... 

This is the story of a poor Tamang girl from Sindhupalchowk District, northwest of 
Kathmandu Valley. Her name has got to be Gita. Passive, fair-skinned Gita (they like 
them like that down in Bombay) emerges from her thatch-roof hut one day to buy some 
cooking oil for her mother. At the local shop, a swarthy stranger hands her a drugged 
pack of Frooti (the popular mango drink), and the next thing she knows she’s blearily 
looking out a dirty bus window in Muzaffarpur, Bihar. A little confused, Gita is sure they 
had promised to get her a job as a nanny in Delhi. Another Frooti later, she wakes up in a 
filthy padlocked room in Bombay. 

Despite the rows of suggestively positioned girls she sees on the sidewalk below, 
innocent Gita has no idea what’s in store for her. When her snarling madam, the 
gharwali, brings in her first customer (a sickly, festering man who is convinced that sex 
with a virgin will cure his AIDS), she nobly refuses. In comes the goonda for her 
‘training’. After being raped 15 or 20 times a day for a week, Gita gets the picture: she is 
supposed to be a sex worker. Finally accepting her fate, Gita begins work. She has to 
service 30 customers a night, is not allowed out to see Hindi movies (even though it is 
Bombay), and has no idea that she owes the destestable gharwali 25,000 (Indian) rupees 
for her purchase at 80 percent interest compounded daily. 

Now the saviours appear. An inspired NGO leader, aided by cops with humanitarian 
conscience, beats down the door of the brothel and finds Gita hidden away behind a pile 
of tins. After a pleasant holiday in a government remand home, she is repatriated to 
Kathmandu. But alas, she can't go home any more because she is found to be HIV 
positive. Luckily, for Gita, there is a room in a shelter run by a charity, where she learns 
to embroider placemats and live her last days in dignity.  

This is the basic Nepal myth. To be sure, there are hundreds, perhaps thousands, of 
genuine Gitas out there, and their suffering is immeasurable. But does Gita represent the 
majority? Or is she part of a small fraction of the girls, boys and women subjected to 
prostitution, but who entered in less dramatic circumstances? 



In Sri Lanka, the dominant trafficking myth has the poor Buddhist/Hindu/Christian girl 
spirited off to the Middle East to work as a domestic servant for a grouchy man wearing 
bedsheets. After being sexually abused by the sons of the house, she loses her job, cannot 
pay off her debt to the evil agent, and ends up working in a bar in Qatar. (By the way, her 
5-year-old brother is a camel boy, and we will not discuss what is done to him.) 

In Bangladesh, it is the village maiden dragged across a hundred frontiers, raped by men 
in a variety of uniforms, who ends up a labourer in a Karachi fish factory for a few weeks 
before she is married off to a peasant in deepest Balochistan. 

Again, all these myths are founded on a reality that cannot be ignored. But it is necessary 
to question whether in their excruciating detail they obscure a larger reality. Do the myths 
even obstruct effective action against trafficking? Overall, does the diversionary power of 
the present trafficking discourse mean that many more children and women are 
undocumented, uncounted, discounted? If so, it is time to change our understanding of 
trafficking in South Asia, to recognise these others – the unrecognised majority of those 
in pain – and to do something about their condition. 

What are the facts of trafficking? The truth is – after a decade of seminars, media 
investigations, research and committee reports – we really don’t know. In some cases, we 
know where the trafficked girls come from, but not in all cases, especially in India and 
Nepal. We have not the vaguest idea of the numbers of girls trafficked. We do not know 
much about where they go, whether to large metros or industrial towns, or to what kinds 
of prostitution establishments. And we do not know who is responsible. In the last couple 
of years there has been some bona fide research and investigative journalism on the 
subject, but the picture is as yet blurry. Worst of all, we do not even know what the word 
‘trafficking’ means any more. Maybe it is time to throw the word away. 

It can be safely said that the girl-children of myth – those who are physically coerced or 
duped into prostitution across international borders without prior knowledge or 
willingness – are a small, very small, minority of all who enter prostitution. This activity 
alone is what the discourse generally calls ‘trafficking’. 

First of all, we must distinguish ‘international’ trafficking from ‘in-country’ or ‘domestic’ 
trafficking. Although it takes little skill to determine that vast majority of women and 
children are trafficked within their countries’ borders (sometimes just down the hill to the 
truckstop), in-country trafficking remains a small part of what people understand by 
“trafficking”. In the Government of India’s recent “Report and Plan of Action of the 
Committee on Prostitution”, while it is clearly stated that “most of the human trafficking 
is done within the country from one State or region to another”, the committee 
immediately develops amnesia and restricts itself to prescribing recommendations to halt 
international trafficking. 

The definition should be made more encompassing. Children unwillingly and 
unknowingly abducted, drugged, duped or otherwise dragged to the brothels could be 
called victims of ‘hard’ or ‘coercive’ trafficking. Set against this are the children whose 



families send them to the brothels as wage-earners – this could be called ‘soft’ or ‘family-
based’ trafficking. 

Soft trafficking may occur because it is an established means of providing income to poor 
households, as well as of getting rid of a dowry burden. In northern Thailand, perhaps 80 
percent of the girls send money home to their families. There is evidence that many, 
probably the majority, of the girls working in Indian and Bangladeshi brothels send 
money home. The family and community, thus, are complicit. 

In the sex establishments of Bombay, one comes across enough indications of soft 
trafficking. Many, perhaps most, of the brothels and beer bars contain girls from the same 
state, the same region, often the same village. You can find Meghalayan or Tamil beer 
bars where many of the girls have known each other since childhood. You can find 
Nepali brothels where all the girls are from the same village in Sindhupalchowk district, 
well known for its export of prostitutes (see story on My sister next?)*. 

It is known that recruitment of new girls is often done by older prostitutes returning to 
their home villages. They are not dragging strangers off the streets to Bombay, instead 
they are bringing over their own family members or neighbours. This is hardly a South 
Asian phenomenon – in Thailand, the Philippines, China, Cambodia and every country of 
the East, too, girls from the same village are routinely found working together in brothels. 

Trafficking with the complicity of the family and the girl’s fore-knowledge, may also be 
the result of family indebtedness – to the local moneylender or from an established 
bonded-labour situation. In Thailand, where there is better data available, it was recently 
reported that about 40 percent of girls selling sex in the north of the country were in 
prostitution to pay off their family debts. Family indebtedness is routine throughout the 
Subcontinent (with the state of Bihar at its centre), and it can be safely said that debt 
obligation plays a significant role in the soft trafficking of children here. What is 
interesting is that the question of family indebtedness does not form any part of the 
present trafficking discourse in any of the regional countries. 

Evidence suggests that the various forms of soft trafficking are not only prevalent, but 
that they involve many more girls and women than hard trafficking. It is also clear that 
soft trafficking has become a widely accepted cultural practice and that more and more 
families knowingly and willingly send their children to brothels in response to their own 
poverty. This is not even a new phenomenon – many South Asian communities have 
been doing this for generations – but it is rapidly expanding as the poor get poorer. At the 
same time, it is making a crucial contribution to impoverished rural economies. 

Evidence also suggests that many of the females who enter sex work are not trafficked 
into it – they enter because they have no alternative. What about a girl or woman who 
goes overseas as a migrant household worker, perhaps gets sexually abused by her 
employer, flees her job and resorts to sex work in desperation? Or the woman who is 
abandoned by her husband and who must get into sex work to feed her children? Or a 
young woman whose parents have died or abandoned her, a street child? Selling sex may 
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be her only way to survive. These women and girls are not trafficked – they certainly do 
not enter prostitution ‘voluntarily’, but somehow they are excluded from the prevalent 
trafficking discourse. 

Thus, at present, the discussion of trafficked women limits itself to the victims of hard 
trafficking. As a result, the media focuses on these victims, donors direct their funds at 
these victims, and governments wax eloquent about these victims – to the exclusion of 
the majority of women in the sex trade. Why? 

If a discourse – in this case, why and how children enter prostitution – is not in sync with 
the real world, why not just change it, one may ask. It’s not that easy. Once embedded in 
the public and professional mind, the understanding of what trafficking is and is not is 
very hard to eradicate. There are a number of reasons for this. 

For one, there is a strong tendency among all parties to simplify. The media want a strong 
yet simple story, one that readers and viewers can connect with. Many NGOs want to 
keep it simple because it facilitates their work – it is much easier to set up token 
prevention camps in the Nepal hills than to confront angry villagers whose income is 
derived from selling their girls. Donor agencies simplify the issues because of cultural 
ignorance (the project chief will have spent the last three years in Rwanda), and because 
they themselves must advocate and generate funds on an international platform (which, 
like the international media, wants spicy masala). 
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